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Apparel designed by chefs for chefs
Le Chef Staycool Lightweight Executive Jacket
White with Black Trim - #UNNB407

This stylish chefs jacket has underarm panels and a collar lining made from a cellular material.
The ‘stay cool’ technology enables rapid cooling when you most need it. This design allows a
350% improved airflow through the jacket which will help to keep you feeling cool in the kitchen.
* Polycotton
* Short sleeve
ONLY
* Removable studs
* Easy iron, crease resistant fabric
+ GST
* Zipped security pockets, sleeve pen pocket
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$75

Le Chef Staycool Lightweight Executive Tunic
White with Black Trim - #UNNB408

A light weight alternative to the chefs jacket, this smart tunic features the innovative ‘staycool’
technology. Keeping you cool in the kitchen are Thermocool™ underarm side panels which are
designed to wick away moisture.
* Polycotton
ONLY
* Short sleeve
* 1 stainless steel press stud
+ GST
* Easy iron, crease resistant fabric
* Zipped security pockets, sleeve pen pocket
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$70

Le Chef Staycool Short Sleeve Jacket
White - #UNNB240

This unisex short sleeve jacket from Le Chef is the ideal chefs jacket to help you keep feeling
cool in the kitchen. The lightweight polycotton material features the lastest in fabric technology
- Thermocool. This fabric wicks sweat away and allows air back through to circulate. The
removable studs are a practical functionality for when this garment is being washed on a 60°C
wash.
* Thermocool back panel
* Zipped security pockets
* 60°C wash
ONLY
* Unisex
* Short sleeves
+ GST
* Sleeve pen pocket
* White removable studs
* Material Polycotton/ Thermocool
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$75

Le Chef Staycool Lightweight Executive Jacket
Black - #UNNB239

As part of the Le Chef Stay Cool range, this lightweight executive chef jacket offers an effortless
wear and an easy care solution. Washable in temperatures of up to 60°C and removable studs.
Featuring Thermocool side panels, this jacket will keep you feeling cool by allowing air to
circulate.
* Short sleeves
* Removable studs
ONLY
* Easy iron, crease- resist fabric
* Thermocool underarm black side panels
+ GST
* 60°C wash
* Sleeve pen pocket
* Zipped security pockets
* Material Polycotton/ Thermocool
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$80
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Apparel designed by chefs for chefs
Le Chef Professional Black Check Trousers - #UNNB406
These unisex, black check trousers feature an adjustable drawstring and toggle which ensures
maximum movement and supreme comfort. The quality polycotton material is long lasting and
hard wearing.
* Multifit and Unisex
* Bleach resistant colours
ONLY
* 2 x side pockets, 1 x hip pocket, 1 x phone pocket
* Adjustable drawstring and toggle
+ GST
* Laundry proof
* Material Polycotton
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$60

Le Chef Professional Black Trousers - #UNNB404

Black trousers cut for maximum movement and supreme comfort, which are long lasting and
hard wearing.
* Multifit and Unisex
* Bleach resistant colours
ONLY
* 2 x side pockets, 1 x hip pocket, 1 x phone pocket
* Adjustable drawstring and toggle
+ GST
* Laundry proof
* Material Polycotton
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$60

Le Chef Thermocool Prep Shirts
Black with White Trim - #UNNB236
White with Black Trim - #UNNB237
The Le Chef, black with white trim, OR white with black trim, prep shirt offers a slim fit whilst
maintaining all day comfort. The new design and thermocool fabric will help to keep you feeling
cool in the kitchen as the fabric wicks moisture away from the skin and allows air to circulate
back through to the body.
* Short sleeves
* Must be kept away from extreme high temperatures and naked flames
ONLY
* Industrial wash at 70°C
* Slim fit
+ GST
* Thermocool side panels
* Material Polyester/ thermocool
* Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

$49

Le Chef Bib Apron - #UNNB409
Le Chef Bib Apron - Blue Stripe with adjustable halter

ONLY

$33

+ GST

Le Chef Staycool Scull Caps
Black - #UNNB412
White - #UNNB413

Polycotton, black oval chefs hat, featuring a thermocool top and available in a range of different
sizes for a cool and comfortable fit.
ONLY
* Polycotton
* Thermocool top
+ GST
* Elasticated with adjustable velcro tab
* Sizes: M, L

$18
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